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Despite being an established topic in research and practice for many years, the literature
on idea management lacks a general model for corporate idea management programs.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop such a conceptual framework based on
the findings of an extensive literature review. In addition, this paper presents an idea
management guide that addresses important aspects of an idea management program. To
simplify the guide's application for idea managers, it is summarized in a checklist. This
paper can serve researchers with a state-of-the-art review and idea managers with a tool
for building new idea management programs or reviewing existing ones in companies of
different sizes and industries.
© 2017 Publishing Services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Innovationmanagement can help companies to secure their market position by releasing high quality products frequently,
while simultaneously meeting the demand of shifting consumer needs and political climates (Bailey& Horvitz, 2010; Lawson
& Samson, 2001). To meet these challenges, companies can use different innovation tools to improve their products and
processes (Lawson & Samson, 2001); for example, backward research (Brem, 2016).

Idea management, which is a key tool, “can be seen as a sub process of innovation management with the goals of effective
and efficient idea generation, evaluation and selection” (Brem & Voigt, 2007, p. 306). Due to the large number of generated
ideas, companies with an idea management program are expected to have a more successful innovation behavior (Boeddrich,
2004). Idea management itself originated in the manufacturing industry way back in the year 1872 (Thom & Etienne, 1999).
However, its components, such as the organization or incentive system, have been continuously adapted to changing
contextual conditions. The traditional suggestion system1 is mainly focused on generating small inventions and as such, it
represents an incremental process, whereas modern idea management encourages the pursuit of (product) innovations
(Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Recht & Wilderom, 1998; Wrede, 2007). Thom (2015, p. 238) describes it as “a managerial device
designed to enable andmotivate employees tomake suggestions as to how to improve corporate processes and products. The
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suggestions submitted are evaluated by expert reviewers and, if judged appropriate, put into practice”. Hence, idea man-
agement is an important pillar of corporate management, positioned at the forefront of innovation management. It utilizes
employee creativity and provides the basic building blocks for innovation, that are, ideas. Therefore, ignoring this versatile
source of ideas would be a waste of organizational resources. An effective idea management program can contribute to the
success of a company, if the setup is strategically planned and operated (Brem & Voigt, 2009; Fairbank & Williams, 2001).

In fact, an investigative study on idea management in Germany indicated that many organizations have recognized its
value. On average, the rate of idea submission per employee has more than tripled between the years 2006 and 2014
(Deutsches Institut für Betriebswirtschaft, 2015). However, the generation of ideas alone does not automatically result in
innovative products or processes, higher customer satisfaction, an improved productivity index, and better corporate reve-
nues (Charles & Chucks, 2012). Rather, a methodical and sustainable process is needed to successfully review and implement
submitted ideas (Boeddrich, 2004; Lasrado, Arif, & Rizvi, 2015a).
1.1. Purpose

Various studies have investigated the process of idea management and translated it into several process-models (Ahmed,
2008; Bakker, Boersma,& Oreel, 2006; Brem& Voigt, 2009; Frese, Teng,&Wijnen, 1999; Hansen& Birkinshaw, 2007; Neagoe
& Klein, 2009; Thom,1980;Westerski, Iglesias,&Nagle, 2011), while other studies have focusedmore on the success factors of
idea management in general (Boeddrich, 2004; Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin, Yourd, & Patrick, 2007; Lasrado, Arif, &
Rizvi, 2015b; Lloyd,1996; Marx, 1995; Thom& Piening, 2009;Wood, 2003). However, current literature lacks a general model
that considers different success factors in each phase of ideamanagement programs. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to
develop a conceptual framework that, in essence, combines both the aforementioned research streams. With this in mind,
this study reviews the current landscape of idea management models and their determinants of success. Based on the
findings of the literature review, key characteristics are used for the development of a conceptual framework. Hence, on one
hand, this article provides comprehensive knowledge about idea management for people who are new to this field, while on
the other hand, it offers a tool for idea managers to help them evaluate their existing programs from a scientific perspective.
1.2. Outline

This paper is structured into six sections that are briefly summarized in the following to provide an overview.
Section 2 deals with the methodology of the literature review and the conceptual framework. First, the approach to the

literature review is presented. Then, the development of the conceptual framework is described. Section 3 summarizes the
academic literature on idea management. It focuses on different idea management models and their success factors. Based on
the literature review, a conceptual framework is developed in section 4 to serve as a tool for idea managers. It consists of a
generic ideamanagement process model and an ideamanagement guide for building and reviewing such programs. Section 5
discusses the remarks and limitations of the conceptual framework and the methodology used in this study. Section 6 gives a
final summary as well as an outlook for possible future studies on idea management.
2. Methodology

In this section, the methodology of the literature review and the conceptual framework are presented.
2.1. Literature review

To identify publications for review, an electronic journal database search was conducted on Google Scholar using the
search terms “allintitle: idea management” and “allintitle: suggestion system”. The objective was to enumerate the research
on idea management from 1980 to 2015 published in English in journals, books, and conference proceedings. Google Scholar
was used as a database because itis freely accessible by everyone and thus, ensures that the article search is transparent and
reproducible. Moreover, Google Scholar also includes alldifferent types of publications. All articles were examined in detail.
Double entries and studies that did not cover idea management programs or meet former requirements (language or period)
were excluded, yielding 115 publications, out of which only those that include a (graphical) idea management model and
those that are directly related to the success of idea management were taken into account. Then, the references of these
articles were analyzed to find more articles and publications that fall in the two aforementioned categories, (excluding
language restrictions). This resulted in a total of 27 journal papers, nine conference proceedings, and five books, which are
included in the literature review in section 3. All the reviewed studies are included in the reference list, Thom (1980) is the
only non-English source. The distribution of articles among journals was highly skewed towards journals with a focus on
innovation management. E.g., six articles were published in Creativity and Innovation Management and three in the Journal of
Product Innovation Management and International Journal of Innovation Management. Further, nine articles were published in
software related journals, representing the perspective of information technology on idea management.
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2.2. Conceptual framework

The findings of the literature review were used to create a conceptual framework for idea management, consisting of a
generic process model and a guide to build and evaluate idea management programs.

Brem and Voigt (2009) analyzed different models of idea management and used them as a basis for their own model.
However, due to page restrictions, this paper considered only three models in detail. Since then, further models of idea
management have been presented. However, to date, literature lacks a general model for the successful implementation of an
idea management program. Therefore, using the findings in section 3.1, a generic process model is developed in section 4.1.
The key characteristics of each of the different models are considered in the newmodel to cover all the important aspects. To
avoid a scheme that is too complex, different expressions describing a similar concept in different models are combined to
obtain generic terms. Appendix A gives an overview of each single idea management element found in the literature and its
denotation by a generic term. To ensure a holistic view on the topic, all 115 articles identified in the first step of the literature
review (refer to section 2.1) were revised again with a focus on the individual components of the generic framework of idea
management that is presented in section 4.1.

Based on the newmodel and its characteristics as well as the success factors identified in section 3.2, an idea management
guidewas developed. To enhance its usefulness for ideamanagers, it was summarized in the form of a checklist in Appendix B.
3. Literature review

This section gives an insight into the literature on idea management. Idea management can be viewed as “a sub process of
innovation management with the goals of effective and efficient idea generation, evaluation and selection” (Brem & Voigt,
2007, p. 306). However, its main focus is not only on pursuing “big” innovations, but also on producing “small” inventions
(Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Recht &Wilderom, 1998; Wrede, 2007). To provide a more structured view, the literature is split into
two research fields “models” and “success factors”.
3.1. Idea management models

In this section, different models of idea management and their key contribution to the research on idea management are
presented. Individual components of the models are summarized and discussed in more detail in section 4.1, where they are
used to develop the new conceptual framework.

In total, 15 idea management models were found in the selected literature, as described in section 2.1. Table 1 gives an
overview of those models. The models differ in their years of publication and key characteristics. Thus, all models have made
individual contributions to the research on idea management.

During the literature review, it was identified that idea management can be segmented into six main phases namely
preparation, idea generation, improvement, evaluation, implementation, and deployment. Key references for these phases
include Bakker et al., 2006; Brem, 2011; Frese et al., 1999; Thom, 2015;Westerski et al., 2011. The first phase is necessary to set
up aworking ideamanagement program so that ideas can be submitted in the second phase and further improved in the third
phase. In the fourth phase, all the suggested ideas are evaluated and finally selected. If an idea receives a positive feedback, it
Table 1
Different models of idea management.

Author Year Key characteristics

Thom 1980 Process model divided into the three phases: idea generation, acceptance and realization
Frese, Teng, & Wijnen 1999 Influences of different variables during the process with a focus on the ideator including its occupational personality

and job content
van Dijk & van den Ende 2002 Transfer of creativity to practicable ideas, whereas organizational support plays a central role to introduce ideas

effectively
Fairbank, Spangler, &

Williams
2003 Demonstration of data flow of an information system-based idea management

Bakker, Boersma, & Oreel 2006 Process as a continuum from the creative process at one extreme to the political process at the other
Hansen & Birkinshaw 2007 Innovation value chain including key questions and key performance indicators for the single phases
Ahmed 2008 Suggestion process considering its different stakeholders and the involvement of rewards
Brem & Voigt 2009 Advanced front end innovation approach: integration of market pull and technology push in the idea management

process
Neagoe & Klein 2009 Idea management as a cycle whereas encouragement and motivation of ideators play a central role
Bailey & Horvitz 2010 Presentation of the number of ideas over time during a time-limited idea challenge
Sandstr€om & Bj€ork 2010 Evaluation and development of ideas in two different ways depending on their type
Westerski, Iglesias, & Rico 2010 Overview of all the data that is created or modified during an idea life cycle
Wilson, Duplessis, & Marx 2010 Presentation of several communication methods, which can be used to generate and promote ideas
Xie & Zhang 2010 Automated selection of ideas through software
Westerski, Iglesias, &

Nagle
2011 Connection of the idea management phases and the involved parties
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is implemented in the fifth phase. Finally, in the sixth phase, the implemented idea is deployed for its target group. In the
following, the models and their key characteristics are reviewed with respect to the six main phases of idea management.

Only two out of the 15 models that were reviewed consider an explicit preparation phase in the model (Bailey & Horvitz,
2010; Thom,1980). Both of them refer to a limitation on the types of ideas requested by the ideamanagement program. Thom
(1980) suggests a general restriction on the search field, whereas Bailey and Horvitz (2010) are specifically propose the
preparation for idea contests with different topics. These tasks fall within the scope of idea campaign organizers and idea
management administrators (Westerski et al., 2011).

After the setup of the idea management program, idea suggestions can be submitted. This phase is called the idea gen-
eration phase and is included in all of the abovementioned models (Table 1). The purpose of this phase is for the ideators to
generate ideas. Depending on the structure of the idea management program, ideators include employees only, clients, and
external communities (Westerski et al., 2011). To generate ideas, ideators need to be creative, a characteristic that is influ-
enced by different personal factors, for instance, the ideators' occupational personalities as well as their job contents and job
complexities (Frese et al., 1999). Further, Brem and Voigt (2009) point out the need for a permanent input of market and
technological know-how to be able to generate successful ideas. Sources for creativity can be external customers, in-house
surveys, personal interviews, team meetings, or competitions (Wilson, Duplessis, & Marx, 2010). However, creativity alone
does not guarantee the submission of suitable ideas to the idea management program. Bakker et al. (2006, p. 300) describe
idea management as a “crea-political process” because ideators demonstrate creativity and (intentional and unintentional)
political behavior simultaneously. Thus, it is important for the organization to foster a creativity and innovation friendly
environment and encourage its employees to suggest their ideas (Brem & Voigt, 2009; Frese et al., 1999; Neagoe & Klein,
2009; van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002). This assumes a common understanding of the organization's ideology, such as its
attitude towards creativity, support by the organization and supervisors, the elimination of suggestions inhibitors, and a
positive emanation of idea receptiveness (Frese et al., 1999; Hellstr€om & Hellstr€om, 2002; van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002).
Furthermore, the organization should motivate idea submissions with rewards, ensure a fair evaluation process, and enable
idea reflections through a sounding board (Frese et al., 1999; van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002).

After an idea has been submitted, the improvement phase begins. This phase is considered by ten of the reviewed models
(Ahmed, 2008; Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Bakker et al., 2006; Brem & Voigt, 2009; Fairbank, Spangler, & Williams, 2003; Frese
et al., 1999; Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010; van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002; Westerski et al., 2011, 2010). The submitted ideas are
stored in a system to be reviewed by a defined group, who comment on them and provide suggestions for modifications and
improvements (Fairbank et al., 2003). The reviewed models differ in the parties of the empowered commentators. Fairbank
et al. (2003) and Westerski et al. (2011, 2010) consider a possible review by the whole idea management organization,
whereas Bakker et al. (2006) only considers people with specific knowledge. Ahmed (2008) further limits the group of re-
viewers to the ideator's supervisor. Brem and Voigt (2009) view this phase as an incremental process with several information
stages. In each of the stages, the idea is enriched by additional information, for instance, market studies or scientific ex-
periments. The duration of the improvement phase can vary greatly. It can stop after a relatively short period of time or in two
to three months after an idea challenge is completed (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Bakker et al., 2006).

As soon as the improvement phase is over, the evaluation phase begins. This phase is considered in all of the reviewed
models (see Table 1). It is the core of an idea management program as the best ideas are selected in this phase (Westerski &
Iglesias, 2011). However, the reviewed models differ in various aspects. One of these aspects is the selection process itself.
Thom (1980) for instance suggests testing the idea first, writing a realization plan in the next step, and then, making a decision
on whether the plan should be implemented. In contrast, Bailey and Horvitz (2010) propose a filtering process during which
the ideators have to give two presentations and develop prototypes. In between each step, the number of ideas is reduced by
half. Similarly, Brem and Voigt (2009) and Xie and Zhang (2010) include a multi-stage sifting process of ideas within their
model. In the model developed by the latter, a support vector machine2 is used in the first step to pre-classify the ideas as
being of low, inappropriate, and appropriate quality. In a second step, only the appropriate ideas are further evaluated by idea
selectors, who can be domain experts, reviewers, decision makers, the ideator's supervisor, or the whole organization
(Ahmed, 2008; Westerski, Iglesias, & Rico, 2010, 2011; Xie & Zhang, 2010). Sandstr€om and Bj€ork (2010) criticized the pro-
cedure of handling all ideas equally and thus, built a new process with two parts. They distinguish between technological
ideas and business/discontinuous ideas during the evaluation process. The rationale is that discontinuous ideas may get
sorted out if they do not fit the current business model, even though they can help improve the success of the organization.
The possible outcomes of the selection process are ideas that have been accepted (with or without modifications), rejected, or
deferred (Ahmed, 2008; Brem & Voigt, 2009; Fairbank et al., 2003). Deferred ideas are those that are not appropriate as per
the current strategy guidelines of the organization (Brem & Voigt, 2009). However, these ideas might be useful in serving as
an inspiration for follow-up ideas at a later time. Thus, several authors suggest an idea pool for saving them (Brem & Voigt,
2009; Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010; Westerski et al., 2010). There is no standardized time period for all the evaluation steps
described above; hence, they can range between one to four weeks (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Boeddrich, 2004; Sandstr€om &
Bj€ork, 2010; van Dijk& van den Ende, 2002). However, regardless of the time range, the ideators should be informed about the
final decision with comprehensive feedback (Brem & Voigt, 2009; Frese et al., 1999; Hellstr€om & Hellstr€om, 2002; Westerski
et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2010).
2 Support vector machines are machines learning algorithms used to classify data.



Table 2
Factors influencing the success of idea management.

Influential success
factors

Description Representative citations

Preliminary considerations and preparation
� All-inclusive

suggestion
policy

In a suggestion policy, the setup of the program should be clearly
defined, for instance, if group suggestions or submissions during
working hours are allowed.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Charles & Chucks, 2012; Gish, 2011)

� Proper name of
the idea
management

People should make the right associations with the program's
name.

(Wilson et al., 2010)

� Organizational
support

Organizational support has a central role to generate a universal
innovation mindset and introduce ideas effectively.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Charles & Chucks, 2012; Lasrado et al., 2015b;
van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002)

� Marketing The program has to be promoted in order to get the attention of
possible ideators.

(Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gish, 2011; Lasrado et al., 2015b;
Lloyd, 1996; Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Rapp & Eklund, 2007; Thom,
2015; Wood, 2003)

� Proactive gath-
ering of ideas

The proactive gathering of ideas is a clear signal that submitting
suggestions is part of the organization's everyday culture.

(Thom & Piening, 2009; Thom, 2015)

� Call for ideas to
specific problem

It is easier for people to find ideas for a defined problem.
Furthermore, the idea process is simplified as the owner for the
implementation of the idea is already defined, namely the
business unit that tendered the contest.

(Gamlin et al., 2007; Gish, 2011; Rapp & Eklund, 2007)

� Idea manage-
ment software

A software helps to submit, collect, share and evaluate ideas
centrally in a structured way.

(Charles & Chucks, 2012; Lasrado et al., 2015b; Thom, 2015;
Wood, 2003)

� Management
commitment

Management commitment is crucial to implement the ideas
successfully in a later phase.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Fairbank&Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007;
Lasrado et al., 2015b; Lloyd, 1996; Marx, 1995; Neagoe & Klein,
2009; Thom & Piening, 2009; Wood, 2003)

Idea generation
� Simple elec-

tronic sugges-
tion form

By making it easier for potential ideators to submit their ideas,
their confidence that they can be successful is boosted.

(Bothos, Apostolou,&Mentzas, 2012; Fairbank&Williams, 2001;
Vahs & Brem, 2013; Wilson et al., 2010)

� Anonymization
of ideas

By anonymizing ideas, the inhibitors of production blocking and
evaluation apprehension can be reduced.

(Bothos et al., 2012; Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Hymes & Olson,
1992; Marx, 1995; Stenmark, 2000)

� Group ideas Suggestions from a group have been more likely discussed and
thought through already, which simplifies the implementation of
the ideas.

(Lasrado et al., 2015b; Rapp & Eklund, 2007; Thom & Piening,
2009; Thom, 2015)

� Interaction of
stakeholders

The exchange of thoughts with other people may inspire for new
ideas.

(Coughlan & Johnson, 2008; Fairbank & Williams, 2001)

� Build on existing
ideas

Existing ideas can be a starting point for new ideas. (Lasrado et al., 2015b; Shah, Vargas-Hernandez, Summers, &
Kulkarni, 2001)

� Training Constant training of staff on idea development can help to
increase the number and quality of submitted ideas.

(Charles & Chucks, 2012; Wilson et al., 2010; Wood, 2003)

Idea improvement
� Facilitate

collaboration
Collaboration not only helps to develop new ideas, it is also useful
to improve ideas.

(Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007; Prante,
Magerkurth, & Streitz, 2002)

� Clustering of
ideas

A systematic categorization of ideas and their tagging with
appropriate key words simplifies the search process.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Brem & Voigt, 2009; Vahs & Brem, 2013)

Idea evaluation
� Effective idea

evaluation
process

For the evaluation process, clear criteria are required to ensure
appropriate evaluation of ideas.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Charles & Chucks, 2012; Lloyd, 1996; Wood,
2003)

� Quick feedback A prompt and supportive feedback increases the likelihood that
employees submit further suggestions.

(Bakker et al., 2006; Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al.,
2007; Lasrado et al., 2015b; Thom, 2015; van Dijk & van den
Ende, 2002; Wood, 2003)

� Transparency of
the process

For a fair idea evaluation, the transparency of the underlying
process has to be ensured.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Fairbank et al.,
2003; Lasrado et al., 2015b; Thom, 2015)

� Effective
tracking system

Recording the status of an idea continuously to keep the ideator
informed.

(Fairbank & Williams, 2001)

� Equitable
awards structure

An equitable award structure is required to ensure equal
treatment of all ideators.

(Lloyd, 1996)

Idea implementation
� Implementation

of ideas
The actual implementation of the idea is important to
demonstrate the practicability of the idea management program
and serves as a motivation for further submissions.

(Lloyd, 1996; Marx, 1995)

� Effective imple-
mentation
process

Clear responsibilities and team work are required to successfully
carry out the process.

(Gamlin et al., 2007)

Idea deployment
� Publication of

successful
suggestions

The publication of successful ideas serves as an organization-
wide appreciation for the ideators and motivation for others.

(Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007; Lasrado et al.,
2015b; Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Wilson et al., 2010)

� Success
measurement

Success metrics are required to control the effectiveness of the
idea management program based on its defined goals.

(Moos, Wagner, Beimborn, & Weitzel, 2011)
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Table 2 (continued )

Influential success
factors

Description Representative citations

Stakeholder: Idea selector and manager
� Regular change

of team
members

The regular change of team members maximizes the fairness by
minimizing the likelihood of political coalitions.

(Fairbank & Williams, 2001)

� Enthusiasm Enthusiasm is an important factor to produce high-quality
results.

(Lloyd, 1996)

� Quality of work Ideas have to be thoroughly selected and successfully
implemented.

(Brem & Ziegler, 2009)

� Support Encourage potential ideators to suggest their ideas. (Lloyd, 1996; Marx, 1995)
Stakeholder: Ideator
� Employee

participation
The participation of employees is crucial as they provide the
input for the program, the ideas.

(Lasrado et al., 2015b)

� Diverse pool
from all levels

A diverse pool of ideators from all levels results in the generation
of more diverse ideas.

(Bothos et al., 2012; Gamlin et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2010)

� Network
connectivity

Ideators with a high centrality in the network provide ideas that
tend to be of higher quality.

(Bj€ork & Magnusson, 2009; Lasrado et al., 2015b)

� Expertise Ideators with a broader expertise are more creative. (Lasrado et al., 2015b)
� Self-efficacy Ideators have to believe in their ability to produce ideas,

otherwise they will not submit them.
(Frese et al., 1999; Lasrado et al., 2015b)

� Selectivity The ability to discern the quality of an idea reduces the number of
bad ideas.

(Girotra, Terwiesch, & Ulrich, 2010; Lasrado et al., 2015b;
Sharmin, Bailey, Coats, & Hamilton, 2009)

� Ratio of imple-
mentation/
rejection

An ideator with an idea rejection rate of 20e60% is more likely to
submit further ideas than employees with a high or a low
rejection rate.

(Rapp & Eklund, 2007)

� Rewards and
recognition

Rewards are important for ideators to be motivated and feel
valued.

(Boeddrich, 2004; Bothos et al., 2012; Charles & Chucks, 2012;
Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007; Lasrado et al.,
2015b; Lloyd, 1996; Rapp& Eklund, 2007; Thom& Piening, 2009;
Wood, 2003)
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If an idea has been positively evaluated, it will be implemented during the implementation phase, which is considered by
eight of the models (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Brem & Voigt, 2009; Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007; Neagoe & Klein, 2009;
Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010; Thom, 1980; Westerski et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2010). The implementation is conducted by
development teams, project managers or subcontractors (Westerski et al., 2011). Depending on the idea type, these people are
located in the patent department, new business development unit, or market organization (Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010). Six
models considered rewards after implementation (Ahmed, 2008; Fairbank et al., 2003; Frese et al., 1999; Neagoe & Klein,
2009; van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002; Wilson et al., 2010). To enhance the ideators' satisfaction, Fairbank et al. (2003)
suggest letting them save their preferences of the rewards in the idea management software.

Finally, the implemented idea has to be promoted to its target group (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007; Thom, 1980). This so-
called deployment phase is managed by a deployment team, which sells the new product to clients and business partners
(Westerski et al., 2011).

Different environmental aspects are considered by the models in all the aforementioned phases. For instance, Wilson et al.
(2010) emphasize the need to advertise the incentive system to reach a higher level of awareness, especially among new
employees. Another aspect of modern idea management is a software system that allows electronically storing all the sug-
gested ideas, including their comments and the status of every idea (Fairbank et al., 2003; Westerski et al., 2010). Some
authors consider key performance indicators to be able to control the acceptance of the implemented ideas (Hansen &
Birkinshaw, 2007; Thom, 1980; Westerski et al., 2011, 2010). Hansen and Birkinshaw (2007) go a step further and provide
measurements for the idea generation and evaluation phase. This enables the analysis of the development and success of an
idea management program over time.

Although each model covers important individual idea management aspects, such as rewards or idea pool, none of the
models considered a combination of all the key characteristics. Therefore, a comprehensive model that can be used to explain
how and why the idea management process facilitates the development of an organization is still an open research question.

3.2. Success of idea management

In this section, different factors contributing to the success of an idea management program are presented. For collecting
such factors, all publications of the literature review have been explicitly scanned for success criteria. In the following pre-
sentation, the success factors are divided into eight groups: preliminary considerations and preparation, idea generation, idea
improvement, idea evaluation, idea implementation, idea deployment, idea selector and manager, and ideator. Table 2
presents an overview of those factors and their representative citations. A similar review focusing on the success factors of
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idea management was conducted by Lasrado et al. (2015b), but they neglected several success factors related to preliminary
considerations and the preparation of an idea management program. The findings in Table 2 form the basis of the idea
management guide as well as the checklist presented in section 4.2 and Appendix B.
4. Conceptual framework

The findings of the above literature review were used to create a conceptual framework for idea management programs.
This framework consists of a generic process model and a guide to build and evaluate such a program.

The key characteristics of each of the reviewed models discussed in section 3.1 were considered in the generic model to
cover all important aspects. However, to avoid a model that is too complex, different expressions describing a similar concept
in different models were combined to get generic terms. Appendix A gives an overview of the single idea management el-
ements found in the literature and their allocation to the generic term used below.

Based on the developed model and its characteristics, an idea management guide was created to address the important
aspects of an idea management program. To simplify the application of the guide for idea managers, it is summarized in a
checklist.
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4.1. Generic model of an idea management process

In Fig. 1, the developed generic idea management process model is illustrated. In the following, its single phases and
elements are subsequently described in more detail.

4.1.1. The six phases of idea management

4.1.1.1. Preparation phase. This phase differs between ideamanagement programs that are open for any type of ideas and those
that focus on solving problems in specific fields only (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Bothos et al., 2012; Shah & Vargas-Hernandez,
2003). In case of the latter, it is up to the idea manager to determine a clear definition of the field of focus (Thom, 1980). If an
organization aims to address a single problem only, an idea contest may be appropriate (Gamlin et al., 2007; Prante et al.,
2002). An idea contest focuses on a specific topic like avoiding waste, and it has a fixed period of time in which ideators
are able to suggest their ideas (Bailey& Horvitz, 2010; Prante et al., 2002). One advantage of such contests is that the process
owner for the implementation of the idea is already defined, namely, the business unit that tendered the contest (Gamlin
et al., 2007). Some examples of problem types that can be addressed by such a contest are customer needs for technical
solutions, new technologies looking for a new application, new applications of old products, new products for old applica-
tions, process improvement, new market strategies, and continuous improvement (Gamlin et al., 2007). After the identifi-
cation of the problem, the next important step is to make the challenge publicly known (Xie & Zhang, 2010). Persistent
marketing such as corporate e-mail, workshops, and posters in the company building can help to grab the attention of po-
tential ideators (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Lasrado et al., 2015b).

4.1.1.2. Idea generation phase. During this phase, creativity plays a crucial role. It is defined by the ideator's expertise, creative-
thinking skills, and motivation (Amabile, 1998). The creative ability is present in every individual and thus, can be developed
by the effective management of its three components (Amabile, 1998; Flynn, Dooley, O'Sullivan, & Cormican, 2003). As the
idea generation phase is the cheapest phase of the whole idea management process, its output should be maximized (Flynn
et al., 2003; Thom& Etienne, 2000a). However, generating a larger number of ideas does not implymore usable ideas (Bj€ork&
Magnusson, 2009). The competition between ideators is increased through a larger number of ideas, which in turn increases
the probability of effectivity and profitability.

Moreover, working in teams stimulates creativity, resulting in a more effective process (Flynn et al., 2003). Furthermore,
idea suggestions from a group are more likely to have already been discussed and thought through, thus simplifying their
implementation (Rapp & Eklund, 2007). A study found that when the group members first work individually and then
together, they produce three times as many ideas, which are of significantly higher quality on average, as compared to the
ideas produced when working together from the beginning (Girotra et al., 2010). In general ideators are more likely to
generate high quality ideas when they have expertise in the field of the idea, a strong network connectivity within the or-
ganization, self-efficacy, and the ability to discern the quality of an idea (Bj€ork &Magnusson, 2009; Frese et al., 1999; Girotra
et al., 2010; Lasrado et al., 2015b; Sharmin et al., 2009). Within ideator groups the creativity and innovativeness of ideas is
further improved if they have different cultural backgrounds (Bouncken, Brem, & Kraus, 2016). Moreover, a diverse pool of
ideators from all levels has a positive effect on the success of the idea management program as more varied ideas are
generated (Bothos et al., 2012; Gamlin et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2010). Thus, it is the task of the organization to facilitate
collaboration (Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007; Prante et al., 2002).

Ideas can occur, for instance, through inspiration derived from interactions with others or the surrounding environment
(Coughlan & Johnson, 2008). Examples of such interactions include those with customers as well as in-house telephone and
electronic surveys, personal interviews, and team meetings (Wilson et al., 2010). Another source of creativity can be previ-
ously shared ideas that serve as inspiration (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Wilson et al., 2010). In the specific case of the legal
department, impulses can occur due to a regulatory pull, which implies that laws create new needs for consumers or a
regulatory push based on laws creating new conditions for innovation (M€anner, Bilgram, & Brem, 2012).

Another valuable resource for ideas is external ideators. This approach is also known as “open innovation”. The meaning of
this term is strongly influenced by Chesbrough (2003), who emphasizes the importance of external idea sources.

However, in the literature on idea management, less than 10% of the publications consider opening up to the external
environment (Mikelsone & Liela, 2015). In a survey on open innovation, customers were identified as the most important
external ideators, followed by universities, and suppliers (Chesbrough & Brunswicker, 2013). One option is to allow external
ideators to suggest their ideas via a suggestion form like the employees by providing them access to the idea management
software. Another option of collecting external ideas or stimuli for new ideas is the extension of the idea management
programwith the help of open innovation instruments. Table 3 provides a non-exhaustive list of innovation instruments used
in the context of idea management. The preparation phase is always time-consuming, regardless of the chosen instrument, as
it involves identifying lead users, preparing toolkits and workshops, developing a netnography tool, and conducting a quality
function deployment. The specific characteristics of external ideators are beyond the scope of this article and are excluded
from further discussions.
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The outcome of the creative process can be divided into different idea types, with many different categorizations in the
literature; for example, technology and business ideas, local and corporate-wide ideas, and suggestions with positive,
negative, and no financial results (Ahmed, 2008; Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010; Wood, 2003). Further examples of idea categories
are product quality, employee working condition, productivity/efficiency, economy, hygiene, energy, and safety (Ahmed,
2008; Carrier, 1998; Rapp & Eklund, 2007). Such distinctions are important in choosing suitable criteria for the selection
of ideas and calculating adequate rewards (Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010).

4.1.1.3. Improvement phase. During this phase, the suggested ideas can be enhancedwith the help of the idea discussion group.
Stakeholder workshops or scenario planning can help discover weak points or provide incentives for the modification of the
idea (Brem & Voigt, 2009; Westerski et al., 2010). In addition, the ideator itself can enrich the idea by collecting additional
information, for instance, with the help of market studies or scientific experiments (Brem& Voigt, 2009). The ideator can then
incorporate the feedback and new insights by revising the suggestion (Fairbank et al., 2003). Consequently, the probability of
achieving a successful outcome from the idea increases (Flynn et al., 2003). The improvement phase can stop after a relatively
short period of time or in two to three months after an idea challenge has been completed (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Bakker
et al., 2006).

4.1.1.4. Evaluation phase. One of the key issues of an idea management program is the selection of ideas from a large pool,
which offer the biggest potential for future success of the organization (Brem & Voigt, 2007). To structure this high infor-
mation load, suitable selection criteria are required. However, there is no single comprehensive criteria as every organization
has its own goals, needs, and culture as well as individual budgets and timetables (El Bassiti & Ajhoun, 2013). Rice, O'Connor,
Peter, Lois, & Morone (1998) go one step further and suggest treating ideas within the same organization differently. They
recommend a distinction between incremental and discontinuous innovation, as the latter one may be screened out if it does
not fit the existing business model, despite being a valuable idea in another context. To avoid this dilemma of false negatives,
Sandstr€om and Bj€ork (2010) built an idea management model with a dual structure by differentiating between technology
and business ideas, with the latter further divided into discontinuous and continuous suggestions (see section 3.1). Thus, an
organization should carefully consider an appropriate set of criteria for the selection of ideas as it is more cost effective to fail
at this stage than accept a bad idea or reject a good one (El Bassiti & Ajhoun, 2013).

During this phase, ideas are evaluated based on different selection criteria chosen by the organization (Neagoe & Klein,
2009; Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010). Table 4 provides an overview of possible idea selection criteria derived from the litera-
ture. The total score of these criteria indicates whether an idea should be accepted, deferred, or rejected. Furthermore, this
result often has an impact on the size of the reward given to the ideators. However, the evaluation phase is complex and time
consuming for the idea selector (Neagoe & Klein, 2009). As mentioned previously, an alternative is to assign this evaluation
task to the idea discussion group (Bothos et al., 2012).
Table 3
Examples of open innovation instruments in the context of idea management.

Instrument Description Representative citations

Crowdsourcing Generation and evaluation of new ideas as well as usage of
the virtual community's knowledge.

(Bailey&Horvitz, 2010; Bothos et al., 2012; Brem& Bilgram,
2015; Chesbrough & Brunswicker, 2013; Deutsches Institut
für Betriebswirtschaft, 2015; Enkel, Gassmann, &
Chesbrough, 2009; Thom, 2015; von Hippel, 2005;
Westerski et al., 2011)

Guest engineers Exchange of technical personnel between organizational
actors in a supply network.

(Brem & Voigt, 2007)

Innovation intermediariesa Intermediary firms help organizations to engage creative
and diverse on-demand talent to rapidly generate novel
ideas and solve problems.

(Enkel et al., 2009)

Lead-user method Identification of innovative users and their involvement in
innovation workshops with the aim to get an innovative
(technical) solution for a known problem.

(Brem & Voigt, 2007; Reichwald & Piller, 2009; von Hippel,
2005)

Mass customization Empowerment of companies to create customized products
that meet the needs of their customers exactly.

(Bilgram, Brem, & Voigt, 2008; Hüllenkremer, 2003)

Innovation contest In a huge field of ideators, different innovative approaches
for a technical problem are generated as well as promoted
during a contest between each other.

(Reichwald & Piller, 2009; Vahs & Brem, 2013; von Hippel,
2005)

Netnography Publicly accessible data from user conversations in online
communities and social media are analyzed to derive
consumer insights.

(Bilgram et al., 2008; Brem & Bilgram, 2015)

Quality function
deployment

Transformation of customer needs into engineering
characteristics.

(Brem & Voigt, 2007; Reichwald & Piller, 2009)

Toolkits Internet-based instrument, which supports its users to
transfer their needs into new product concepts. Hence, the
problem of ‘sticky information’ is avoided.

(Bilgram et al., 2008; Brem & Voigt, 2007; Jeppesen, 2005;
Reichwald & Piller, 2009)

a Examples of such intermediary firms include InnoCentive, NineSigma, and yet2.com.

http://yet2.com
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4.1.1.5. Implementation phase. After an idea has been selected, it is implemented during the implementation phase (Thom,
1980). The actual implementation of the idea is important to demonstrate the feasibility of the idea management program
(Lloyd, 1996; Marx, 1995). Thus, it is a crucial motivational factor for ideators as well. To successfully carry out the imple-
mentation process, clear responsibilities and teamwork are required (Gamlin et al., 2007). Such an implementation team can
consist of project managers, developers, and subcontractors (Westerski et al., 2011). Based on the category of the ideas, they
can be implemented in the patent department, the new business development unit, or themarket organization (Sandstr€om&
Bj€ork, 2010).

4.1.1.6. Deployment phase. During this phase the implemented idea has to be promoted (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007). Based
on the category of the idea, a deployment team has to sell it to different addressees (Thom, 1980; Westerski et al., 2011). The
target group for new products can be clients or business partners, whereas new internal processes of organizations may also
target their own employees (Westerski et al., 2011).

4.1.2. Other elements of the model

4.1.2.1. Stakeholders. Different stakeholders have to be involved to run an idea management program and generate successful
innovations (Galbraith, 1999). The stakeholders are divided into the four groups: idea manager, ideator, idea selector, and idea
discussion group.

In this article, the term “ideamanager” refers to themanager of the ideamanagement program, rather than themanager of
the organization. Nowadays, this task can be the responsibility of a chief information or chief knowledge officer (Sadriev &
Pratchenko, 2014). The main task of the idea manager is to conceptualize and manage the program (Westerski et al.,
2011). In this context, Vandenbosch, Saatcioglu, and Fay (2006) found that idea managers follow different behavioral pat-
terns to fulfill this task, depending on their fit into one of the five following archetypes: incrementalists, consensus builders,
Table 4
Idea selection criteria.

Selection criteria Definition Representative citations

Novelty The degree to which an idea is original and modifies a
paradigm.

(Dean, Hender, Rodgers, & Santanen, 2006; Neagoe & Klein,
2009; Shah & Vargas-Hernandez, 2003)

Originality The degree to which the idea is not only rare but is also
ingenious, imaginative and surprising.

(Barki & Pinsonneault, 2001; Dean et al., 2006; Hender,
Rodgers, Dean, & Nunamaker, 2001; Shah & Vargas-
Hernandez, 2003; Xie & Zhang, 2010)

Paradigm relatedness The degree to which an idea is paradigm preserving or
modifying.

(Dean et al., 2006; Hender et al., 2001)

Workability/feasibility An idea is workable if it can be easily implemented and does
not violate known constrains.

(Barki & Pinsonneault, 2001; Dean et al., 2006; Diehl &
Stroebe, 1987; Rietzschel, Nijstad, & Stroebe, 2010; Shah &
Vargas-Hernandez, 2003)

Technical feasibility An idea is technical feasible if it can be easily technically
realized.

(Dean et al., 2006; Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010; Shah et al.,
2001; Xie & Zhang, 2010)

Acceptability The degree to which the idea is socially, legally, or politically
acceptable.

(Dean et al., 2006)

Implement-ability The degree to which the idea can be easily implemented. (Dean et al., 2006)
Relevance The idea applies to a stated problem and will be effective at

solving a problem.
(Dean et al., 2006; Xie & Zhang, 2010)

Applicability The degree to which the idea clearly applies to a problem. (Dean et al., 2006)
Effectiveness The degree to which the idea will solve a problem. (Barki & Pinsonneault, 2001; Dean et al., 2006)
Efficiency The ratio between effectiveness and effort. (Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Stefik et al., 1987)
Benefit An idea is beneficial if it deals with the potential market,

possible learnings and uniqueness.
(Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010)

Financial opportunities The amount of money that could be generated by
introducing new products or implementing process
optimizations.

(Xie & Zhang, 2010)

Custom satisfactory The degree to which customers are satisfied with the
product.

(Xie & Zhang, 2010)

Risk The degree of the probability that market or technology risk
will occur.

(Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010)

Specificity An idea is specific if it is clear and worked out in detail. (Dean et al., 2006)
Implicational explicitness The degree to which there is a clear relationship between

the recommended action and the expected outcome.
(Dean et al., 2006)

Completeness The number of independent subcomponents into which the
idea can be decomposed, and the breadth of coverage with
regard to who, what, where, when, why and how.

(Dean et al., 2006)

Clarity The degree to which the idea is clearly communicated with
regard to grammar and word usage.

(Dean et al., 2006)
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searchers, debaters, and assessors. In turn, the idea managers' contribution to the success of an idea management program
can vary. However, regardless of the type, the success of an idea management program requires idea managers to be
enthusiastic about their administrative job and to provide support to the different stakeholders (Lloyd, 1996; Marx, 1995).
Furthermore, they are responsible for selecting a software tool, choosing appropriate idea selectors, clarifying the reward
structure, promoting the program, and definingmetrics to measure the success of the program. Fairbank andWilliams (2001)
suggest choosing a program manager from a line function as they have the necessary credibility and influence to get sug-
gestions implementedwithin the line (Fairbank et al., 2003). In contrast, people outside the line, for instance, human resource
professionals, do not have the same influence. In turn, this demotivates ideators from suggesting their ideas, thereby
decreasing the value of the program.

An ideator (also called an idea giver) can be any employee or group of employees (Thom, 2015). If the idea management
has an external focus, the ideator can be a customer, supplier, or any other stakeholder (Brem & Voigt, 2007). Ideators have a
key role within the idea management program as they provide the input for the program, that is, the ideas (Bakker et al.,
2006). Thus, an essential task of the organization is to encourage their potential ideators to suggest ideas (Wood, 2003).
The challenge is to overcome different reasons for potential idea givers to not participate in the idea management program
(Thom & Etienne, 2000a). Examples of such reasons according to Wood (2003) are as follows:

� The idea management program is poorly promoted.
� The managers of potential participants do not support the program.
� Potential participants believe that they do not have any ideas.
� Potential participants believe that it is not worth taking part in the program.
� Potential participants fear that the credit for their ideas will be stolen.
� Potential participants do not want to detach from their ideas.

Besides these reasons for not participating in the program, the so-called “2-6-2” rule applies to ideators (Neagoe & Klein,
2009). This rule indicates that in a group of employees, around 20% of the members will have a positive attitude towards the
idea management program, while another 20% will oppose it. The remaining 60% of members will neither have a particularly
positive attitude towards the program nor will they oppose it. Hence, motivation is an important tool to get potential ideators
involved in the idea management program (Buech, Michel, & Sonntag, 2012; Fairbank et al., 2003). In the following section
“Suggestions”, different incentives are described in detail.

One of the biggest challenges in idea management is the evaluation and guidance (Lasrado et al., 2015b). These tasks are
fulfilled by assigned employees within the organization, that is, the idea selectors. Fairbank andWilliams (2001, p. 71) suggest
choosing a cross-functional team for idea selection as well as changing the teammembers regularly “to maximize fairness by
minimizing the likelihood of political coalitions developing”. However, it is important that those in charge are fully
committed to the success of the program (Lasrado et al., 2015b). Their speed and thoroughness is essential for the motivation
of the ideators, affecting future submissions (Brem & Ziegler, 2009). Although idea selectors have a central role in the idea
management process, they have not been addressed in the literature so far (Vollrath, Maier, & Brem, 2015). Their re-
sponsibilities can be divided into primary and secondary tasks (Maier, Vollrath, & Brem, 2014). Primarily, idea selectors have
to deliver an expert opinion, evaluate ideas, and make decisions. Secondarily, they have to build and maintain an expert
network, question ideas, further develop the ideas, or contact the ideator. To successfully complete these tasks, idea selectors
should possess several personal characteristics. Based on the Kano model,3 Vollrath et al. (2015) distinguish between three
groups of such characteristics: basic needs, performance needs, and delighters. The first group of characteristics is self-
evident. It includes the ability to evaluate ideas neutrally and objectively as well as comply with the standards of the idea
management program. The better the characteristics of the second group are developed, the greater is the contribution of the
idea selector to the success of the program. Such performance needs include expert knowledge and competence, appreci-
ation, curiosity, and open-mindedness. The third group of characteristics is not obligatory, but it results in generating a high
level of motivation among the people involved in the ideamanagement process. Such delighters include the ability to develop
further ideas, think in terms of the interest of the organization, and be intrinsically motivated, which is an interesting aspect
because idea selectors, like ideators, may have different reasons for not participate in the idea management program (see
previous paragraph; Wood, 2003). Thus, it is important to show appreciation towards their work (Brem & Ziegler, 2009) and
motivate them with different incentives as well (Galbraith, 1999).

After an idea has been submitted, it can be improved by an idea discussion group (Westerski et al., 2011). All stakeholders
including clients, employees, partners, a professional circle, or just the ideator's supervisor can be a part of this group (Ahmed,
2008; Bakker et al., 2006; Fairbank et al., 2003; Westerski et al., 2011). These people discuss the ideas, find possible weak-
nesses, and provide suggestions for further improvements. In some organizations this discussion group has a greater in-
fluence in terms of playing the role of an idea selector by choosing ideas based on a democratic voting system (see the section
“Evaluation phase”; Bothos et al., 2012; Westerski et al., 2011).
3 The Kano model has its origins in the research of customer satisfaction and it describes the correlation between product/service-requirements and
customer satisfaction. Vollrath et al. (2015) translates the model to incorporate the requirements and satisfaction of the idea selector



Table 5
Example of an idea submission template (Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010).

Dimension of the idea submission template A brief description of each dimension

� Problem/opportunity What customer need the idea addresses.
� Idea Key elements from the ingredients, the manufacturing process, the packaging, the marketing, or the

sales set-up.
� Consumer benefits A clear and single-minded description of the most important benefits for the consumer, in order of

priority.
� Company benefits A description of benefits for the company if the idea was implemented. What would give an

advantage of the market?
� Possible disadvantages What are the main drawbacks of this idea?
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4.1.2.2. Suggestions. In this article, the term “suggestion” refers to an idea that has beenwritten down as a proposal ready to be
submitted to the idea management program. It is the next logical step after the idea generation process (Frese et al., 1999).
Thus, extrinsic and intrinsic incentives are needed to motivate ideators to submit their suggestions. Extrinsic motivation is
defined by Ryan and Deci (2000, p. 60 and p. 56) as “a construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain
some separable outcome“, whereas intrinsic motivation can be described as “the doing of an activity for its inherent satis-
factions rather than for some separable consequence”.

Some examples of intrinsic motivation of ideators include wanting their ideas to be heard, seeing their work being used,
improving their own working conditions, exercising their creative skills, learning new skills, believing strongly in the
innovation initiative, and wanting to see it become successful (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Rapp & Eklund, 2007; Selart &
Johansen, 2011). In contrast, extrinsic motivation is based solely on rewards such as money. The section “Rewards” covers
more examples of extrinsic motivators in greater detail.

Within the literature, there is no consensus on the best kind of motivation for encouraging people to provide idea sug-
gestions. For instance, Fairbank et al. (2003, p. 306) advocate extrinsic motivation as ideators are most motivated “when they
believe that they have the ability to successfully complete it, when they believe that successful performance of that task will
be instrumental in achieving an outcome, and when they expect the outcome to be rewarding to them.” In contrast, Bothos
et al. (2012) suggest focusing on intrinsic motivation because they believe that extrinsic motivation has a negative influence
on creativity. Amabile (1996) has a similar opinion, but she found that extrinsic motivation can facilitate creativity in in-
dividuals. Based on this inconsistent result, she proposed a model of creativity that combines intrinsic and extrinsic moti-
vators. In summary, motivation plays a crucial role in encouraging ideators to suggest their ideas. Therefore, motivational
factors not only influence the quantity of ideas, but also the ideators' creativity and in turn, the quality of their ideas (Bothos
et al., 2012).

4.1.2.3. Software. The replacement of traditional physical suggestion boxes with an idea management software has several
advantages (Stenmark, 2000). In this context, relevant software functions are presented below.

An idea management software allows electronically storing all submitted ideas in an idea pool, thus avoiding losing ideas
and making them accessible to the whole organization (Bakker et al., 2006; Boeddrich, 2004; Brem & Voigt, 2009). Ideators
can search for submitted ideas and use them as a basis for new ideas (Sandstr€om& Bj€ork, 2010; Stenmark, 2000;Wilson et al.,
2010; Xie& Zhang, 2010). Even though some rejected ideas did not meet specific local selection criteria, theymay be useful in
other contexts in the organization (Stenmark, 2000). Unlike the case of a traditional idea box, the ideators of the organization
are able to produce more suggestions due to the additional stimuli from the idea pool (Pinsonneault, Barki, Gallupe, &
Hoppen, 1999). It is also true for ideas that do not fit the current goals of the organization, but may be relevant in the
future (Flynn et al., 2003). Simultaneously, ideators can check if similar ideas have been submitted and thereby, avoid
duplicates.

All members of the organization are able to electronically submit their suggestions via an accessible interface (Fairbank
et al., 2003), which implies a standardized idea profile template for recording ideas, considering all the basic characteris-
tics of an idea (Bothos, Apostolou, &Mentzas, 2008; Gamlin et al., 2007; Vahs & Brem, 2013; Xie & Zhang, 2010). An example
of such a template is illustrated in Table 5. Besides the presented dimensions of the template, the submitted idea should be
systematically categorized (see the section ”Suggestions”) and tagged with appropriate keywords to simplify the idea search
(Boeddrich, 2004; Brem & Voigt, 2009; Westerski et al., 2010). Categorizations can be based on the type of ideas and their
benefits (Vahs & Brem, 2013). Uploading of attachments as an optional part of the idea suggestion form to better illustrate an
idea should be possible (Westerski et al., 2010). However, the information required to submit a suggestion should be kept to a
minimum to avoid inhibitions on the part of the ideators (Bothos et al., 2012). In addition to the information provided by the
ideators, the software can automatically add further information such as an individual suggestion number with the date of
submission, the names of the ideators, and their corresponding employment numbers (Rapp & Eklund, 2007). The latter
should be kept confidential as ideators may have inhibitions about being judged for their unpopular or poorly developed
ideas (Fairbank&Williams, 2001). This evaluation apprehension problem can be avoided by a selectable degree of anonymity
desired by the ideator (Stenmark, 2000). The above information about ideas is important for the analysis of an idea man-
agement program (see the section “Measurements”) as well asmeasuring the organizational impact of an idea and calculating
its reward (Flynn et al., 2003; Vahs & Brem, 2013).
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After the submission, an automatic email should be sent to the ideator as a note of appreciation for the contribution
(Gamlin et al., 2007). The idea should be immediately visible in the idea software so that it can be discussed with all
stakeholders (Xie & Zhang, 2010). Thus, software programs enhance exchange between different stakeholders and serve as a
meeting point for different units by providing an open interactive forum (Bakker et al., 2006; Fairbank et al., 2003; Gamlin
et al., 2007; Moos et al., 2011; Sandstr€om & Bj€ork, 2010; Xie & Zhang, 2010). A routing mechanism can support this part
by forwarding the suggestions to experts of the underlying idea categories (Gamlin et al., 2007). The different comments and
versions of an idea are then documented to enable build up on them in the future (Xie & Zhang, 2010).

To support the process of selecting the most appropriate ideas and overcoming the information overload due to the large
number of ideas, another dynamic routing capability can forward suggestions to those selectors who are best qualified
(Bakker et al., 2006; Fairbank et al., 2003; Xie& Zhang, 2010). These people can be identified by interlinking the idea software
with the human resource management system, where all knowledge profiles of the employees are stored (Westerski &
Iglesias, 2011; Wilson et al., 2010).

Furthermore, the idea software provides transparency by continuously recording the present status of an idea (Fairbank
et al., 2003;Westerski et al., 2010). It can be used tomonitor the actions that have been taken, the amount of the reward, and if
it has been handed out already (Rapp & Eklund, 2007).

As clarified above, an idea management software comes with many advantages, especially for the administration (Wilson
et al., 2010). Hence, idea managers mainly profit from such a system, but they still have to predefine the participants of the
discussion groups and the idea selectors (Fairbank et al., 2003). Therefore, an access control system is required so that only
assigned personnel are allowed to evaluate and select ideas (Westerski et al., 2010).

New software that automates specific sub-processes of the ideamanagement program helps tomanage it in most effective
and efficient manner (Stenmark, 2000). Current research focuses on software prototypes that incorporate machine learning
algorithms to automate the following processes: organizing ideas on areas of interest, selecting promising ideas, dealing with
overlapping ideas, and reflecting the organization's priorities (Baez & Convertino, 2012).

4.1.2.4. Selection and feedback. After the evaluation phase, a decision has to be made to reject, defer, or accept an idea (Ahmed,
2008; Brem & Voigt, 2009; Xie & Zhang, 2010). This selection is made by an idea selector based on different selection criteria,
which have been presented earlier in the paper. As an alternative, this task can be assigned to the discussion group, which
selects the ideas through a democratic vote (Bothos et al., 2012). Methods for this kind of selection include social rating and
prediction markets or a combination of both (Sadriev & Pratchenko, 2014; Westerski et al., 2011). In the first method, the
selection is done by a simple vote. The second method uses forecasting stock markets where people can bid on the different
ideas. Another important aspect is the political influence on the selection process (Bakker et al., 2006). The commitment of
powerful people can sometimes induce the positive selection of an idea.

Rapp and Eklund (2007) have found that a medium to high rejection rate of 20e60% yields a higher submission rate as it
promotes the credibility of the idea management program. Furthermore, ideators did not seem discouraged by their sug-
gestions being rejected at times. It is more encouraging for the ideator to know that all ideas are evaluated thoroughly by the
organization.

Irrespective of the decision, a good feedback is crucial (Bakker et al., 2006; Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007;
Lasrado et al., 2015b; Thom, 2015; van Dijk& van den Ende, 2002;Wood, 2003).Without any communication an employeemay
no longer bemotivated to submit another idea (Fairbank&Williams, 2001; Gamlin et al., 2007). Receiving no feedback can lead
to feeling ignored or believing that the management alone is taking credit for the suggestions (Lasrado et al., 2015b).
Furthermore, it is important for the personal development of the ideators to recognize and correct errors to improve the quality
of future ideas (Verdinejad, Mughari, & Ghasemi, 2010). Moreover, it was found that there is a correlation between the time
until feedback is provided and the number of suggestions submitted (DuPlessis& Paine, 2007). Therefore, the duration between
the start of the evaluation phase and the delivery of the final feedback should not exceed 30 days (Neagoe & Klein, 2009).

4.1.2.5. Rewards. As mentioned earlier in the section “Suggestions”, rewards are important for stakeholders to keep them
motivated and make them feel valued (Wilson et al., 2010). In the following, rewards are described by their three de-
terminants: recipient, size, and type (Neagoe & Klein, 2009).

The possible recipients of rewards are the ideators as well as the idea selectors (see the section “Stakeholders”). Within
some ideamanagement programs, ideators can submit their ideas alone or in groups (Bartol& Srivastava, 2002; Lasrado et al.,
2015a; Rapp& Eklund, 2007). If a group idea is rewarded, it has to be decided if the gratification is equally divided or based on
the degree of contribution of the single teammembers (Carrier, 1998). However, the reward of a group should not be too large
as individuals are often unwilling to share large gratifications and thus, avoid group work, which can be more valuable
sometimes (Wood, 2003). Furthermore, very large rewards are not effective as the ideators may assume that only “big” ideas
are wanted and thus, refrain from submitting their ideas (Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Wood, 2003). In the literature, the opinions
on the correct size of reward diverge considerably. Some authors believe that there should be no gratification at all as they see
suggestions to be a part of an employee's job (Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Rapp & Eklund, 2007). In contrast, others advocate
rewarding every idea, even if it is not implemented (Fairbank & Williams, 2001; Fairbank et al., 2003; Lasrado et al., 2015b;
Neagoe & Klein, 2009). They argue that the behavior itself should be rewarded, rather than the outcome (Neagoe & Klein,
2009). Furthermore, it has been found that even a token gift, like a pen, is motivation enough to participate in an idea



Table 6
Performance metrics for idea management.

Metrics Representative citations

Idea process specific
� Participation rate (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Barki & Pinsonneault, 2001; Lasrado et al., 2015a; Rapp & Eklund,

2007; Thom & Piening, 2009; Thom, 2015)
� Number of suggested ideas (Carrier, 1998; Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Girotra et al., 2010; Lloyd, 1996; Rapp & Eklund, 2007)
� Number of selected ideas (Carrier, 1998)
� Implementation rate (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007; Lloyd, 1996; Rapp & Eklund, 2007; Thom & Piening, 2009;

Thom, 2015)
� Overall processing time (Thom & Piening, 2009; Thom, 2015)
� Extent of rewards given (Lloyd, 1996; Rapp & Eklund, 2007; Thom & Piening, 2009; Thom, 2015)
Idea specific
� Diversity of ideas (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987)
� Number of external ideas (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010)
� Number of high quality ideas (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007)
� Average quality of ideas (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Girotra et al., 2010)
� Variance in the quality of ideas (Girotra et al., 2010)
� Number of high quality ideas across units (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007)
� Number of high quality ideas from external sources (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007)
� Number of ideas that would not have happened

without the idea management
(Bailey & Horvitz, 2010)

Outcomes
� Cost savings (Lasrado et al., 2015a; Lloyd, 1996; Thom, 2015)
� Total savings/benefits ratio (Thom & Piening, 2009; Thom, 2015)
� Revenue of ideas (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010)
� Number of products (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007)
� Number of months to first sale (Hansen & Birkinshaw, 2007)
� Product quality (Lasrado et al., 2015a)
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management program (Brem & Ziegler, 2009). This in turn has a positive influence on the program as there is a positive
correlation between the number of ideators and the degree of creativity of the output (Fairbank et al., 2003). Thus, a token gift
for every idea is reasonable (Lasrado et al., 2015b). In practice, a common method is the combination of the two extremes,
which involves calculating rewards in proportion to the benefit of the suggestion (Fairbank et al., 2003; Rapp& Eklund, 2007).
Such a bonus is mostly valued at 10e30% of the net savings or additional profits produced by the idea in a one-year period
(Carrier, 1998; Deutsches Institut für Betriebswirtschaft, 2011). This method further facilitates intrinsic motivation, unless the
extrinsic rewards are viewed as an indicator of competence (Fairbank & Williams, 2001).

The selection of the correct incentives is critical as wrong incentives can have a negative impact on the self-determination
of the ideators (Fairbank&Williams, 2001). In the following, different types of rewards that can be found in the literature are
presented in two groups: tangible and intangible incentives (Thom, 1980). The most obvious tangible incentive is money
(Brem & Ziegler, 2009; Carrier, 1998; Fairbank et al., 2003). This is clarified by a German study on idea management, where
78% of the 84 surveyed companies have used money as rewards (Deutsches Institut für Betriebswirtschaft, 2015). However,
employees with cash rewards often have to face significant bureaucratic controls, which make the delivery cumbersome
(Fairbank et al., 2003). To avoid this long process, the following tangible rewards are better alternatives: profit sharing,
employee stock options, points that can be used to acquiremerchandise, gifts or benefits from a corporate catalogue, vouchers
for restaurant meals, vacations, tickets to musical shows or sporting events, petrol vouchers, and different products like
watches, T-shirts, ties, wallets, cameras, cosmetics, and bags (Bartol & Srivastava, 2002; Carrier, 1998; Fairbank et al., 2003;
Neagoe & Klein, 2009). Besides all of these tangible incentives, intangible incentives can also motivate ideators to participate
in an idea management program. For instance, participation in a camp, training for idea and creativity skills, or symbolic
promotion of the ideators, including their name and photo, through articles in the company newsletter or a public award
ceremony (Brem & Ziegler, 2009; Carrier, 1998; Lasrado et al., 2015b). As indicated above, organizations can choose from a
large pool of different rewards. However, it is important to provide a high diversity of incentives as it increases the likelihood
of ideators receiving the reward that they value (Fairbank&Williams, 2001). Independent from the finally chosen rewards, it
is crucial to establish an equitable award structure to ensure equal treatment of all ideators (Lloyd, 1996).

Finally, the organization has to decide when the rewards are to be distributed (Deutsches Institut für Betriebswirtschaft,
2015). The ideators can be rewarded directly after the selection or after the successful implementation of the idea.

4.1.2.6. Measurements. Idea managers should continuously measure performance metrics to monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of their program as well as keep the management of the organization informed (Marx, 1995; Moos et al., 2011;
Westerveld, 2003). The outcomes of these measurements can prove the program's success and discover its weak points. Table
6 presents a summary of the possible metrics in the literature to track different success factors (see the section “Success of
idea management”).

The different metrics can be divided into measures that are idea process specific, applying to the ideas themselves or
focusing on the outcome of an idea management program.
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As indicated by the number of representative citations in Table 6, the quality of ideas plays an important role in the
measurement of the success of an idea management program. The quality of an idea can be determined by its effectiveness,
range of applications, feasibility, ingenuity, originality, and orientation with respect to the organization's goals and profit-
ability (Barki & Pinsonneault, 2001; Neagoe & Klein, 2009).

4.1.2.7. Environment. The entire idea management program must be embedded in an innovation-friendly environment for it
to be successful (see section 3.2). This implies that as a first step, an organization-wide idea constitutionwith implicit norms,
values, and practices related to working with ideas is required (Gish, 2011). In particular, an all-inclusive suggestion policy is
needed to ensure the equal treatment of all ideators, covering aspects such as an equitable awards structure (Boeddrich, 2004;
Charles & Chucks, 2012; Lloyd, 1996). The constitution further needs to clarify whether employees can participate in the
program during their working hours, only in specific time periods, or only during their free time (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010). In
addition, a proper name for the program is essential so that people, ideas, and innovations can be associated with it (Wilson
et al., 2010). It should be short, pronounceable, and easy to handle in public.

For the successful realization of the idea constitution it is fundamental that the top management is fully committed to the
idea management program (Marx, 1995). This is a crucial motivational factor for ideators and idea selectors, as it demon-
strates the central importance within the organization and indicates appreciation for participation. In addition, general
support by the organization is needed to generate a universal innovation mind-set (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Boeddrich, 2004;
Charles & Chucks, 2012; Gamlin et al., 2007; Lasrado et al., 2015b; Neagoe & Klein, 2009; Thom & Etienne, 2000b; Thom &
Piening, 2009; van Dijk & van den Ende, 2002). This can be fostered through the training of stakeholders in creativity
techniques, cost-benefit analysis, project management, and implementation tools as well as teaching self-efficacy and
selectivity (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010; Rapp & Eklund, 2007; Thom & Etienne, 2000a; Wood, 2003). Furthermore, areas and
meeting points should be created where all stakeholders can exchange information and knowledge (Bj€ork & Magnusson,
2009). Such a network within the organization further simplifies the interaction and exchange of ideas (Horn & Brem,
2013). In addition to that, the organization should proactively collect ideas from ideators as it sends out a clear signal that
submitting suggestions is part of the organization's everyday culture (Thom, 2015). Within this context, marketing is a key
lever to invite and encourage people to participate (Lloyd, 1996; Wood, 2003). Tools such as in-house communication
channels, for instance company newsletter or intranet, as well as periodical meetings can be used to publicly promote
successful implementation (Neagoe& Klein, 2009). On one hand, the publication of successful stories is an organization-wide
apprenticeship for the ideators. On the other hand, all employees can benefit from the example of their peers (Carrier, 1998;
Neagoe & Klein, 2009). As already demonstrated in the section “Software”, another important lever for the success of an idea
management is a good software (Vahs & Brem, 2013). An effective tracking system ensures the transparency and visibility of
the underlying idea management process (Fairbank & Williams, 2001). Furthermore, it provides different features such as
submitting ideas anonymously or measuring different success metrics (Bothos et al., 2008; Marx, 1995; Stenmark, 2000).

However, the external environment should be considered as well. Brem and Voigt (2007) for example used an environ-
ment model of Thom (1980) to describe different components and their potential influence on an ideamanagement program.
On a global scale, such components originate from economic, technological, legal-political, sociocultural, or physical sources,
whereas at a local level, competitors, customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders influence the outcome of the program
directly. The latter interest groups may impact the further development of an idea or, as mentioned before, submit their own
ideas to the idea management program (Brem & Voigt, 2007).
4.2. Idea management guide

Based on the generic idea management process model and the literature review outlined above, an idea management
checklist is presented in Appendix B. It starts by addressing preliminary considerations and then, deals with the six
abovementioned phases of idea management: preparation, idea generation, improvement, evaluation, implementation, and
deployment.

This checklist can be used by idea managers as a tool for reviewing existing ideas or establishing new idea management
programs. To review existing programs, ideamanagers can answer the questions on the checklist to capture the current status
of their program. Then, the state of their own program can be compared to the target state, which is based on the best
practices found in the literature (see section 4.1). Based on this comparison of the actual and the target status, idea managers
might discover possible weaknesses and devise approaches for improvements. Similarly, for idea managers establishing a
new idea management program, this guide gives a comprehensive overview of the topic and provides the best practices.
Additionally, the checklist might help non-specialist managers to consider all the important aspects of idea management
programs during the setup stage.
5. Limitations and future research

In this section, the remarks and limitations of the methodology and the conceptual framework are discussed. Moreover,
suggestions for future research prospects are provided.
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The above literature review of this article is limited to papers that have used the term “idea management” or “suggestion
system” in their title. Furthermore, only papers published after 1980 have been considered as Thom (1980) published his
popular book on the basics of idea management in the same year, thus making it the standard of its time. The distribution of
articles among journals was highly skewed towards journals with an emphasis on innovation management or IT, which
strongly influenced the developed model. Further substantial literature review of research on idea management, which uses
other terms for this innovation tool, such as “Kaizen” or “suggestion scheme”, can be conducted (Lasrado et al., 2015a; Recht&
Wilderom, 1998). In addition, only English literature was considered in the first step of this study, but there is a considerable
amount of research published in other languages as well, and future research may consider these works. Moreover, for the
identification of ideamanagementmodels only papers with an explicit model have been considered. Thus, theremay be other
published studies that describe the idea management process without explicit illustrations, but it is beyond the scope of this
article. Hence, future researchers may use other methodologies to reflect the results, for instance, by including books or
publications in different languages.. Finally, Google Scholar was used to get a very broad overview of the topic, as not only
journals are covered like in other relevant databases. However, a focus on such specialized ones might also lead to further
interesting insights.

The basis of the generic idea management model, which can be found in Fig. 1, consists of inhomogeneous idea man-
agement models. These models cover different elements of an idea management program; for example, the ideator's per-
sonality or the external environment (see Brem & Voigt, 2009; Frese et al., 1999). To generate a holistic idea management
model that is applicable to a broad range of idea management programs, it is important to combine elements of the different
models. To achieve this, single elements of the different idea management models were summarized to generic terms (see
Appendix A). For instance, the generic term “suggestions” refers to both “idea suggestion” and “writing and submitting”.
However, not all aspects of single expressions can be covered by generic terms. When applying the general model, it is
important to keep in mind that the single elements have several implications, that is, different aspects of the ideator such as
personality and motives have to be considered.

It is important to note that the developed generic model of idea management processes and the idea management
checklist are based on a comprehensive literature review and have not yet been evaluated by relevant stakeholders. Thus, to
prove the usefulness of the developed conceptual framework in practice, a comprehensive study with new or existing idea
management programswould be necessary. Moreover, a future research directionmay include investigating the usefulness of
the presented conceptual framework for idea management programs across different industries; for example, discovering
potential differences between industries or companies that focus on products and those that focus on services. Another
research path may be the integration of cultural measures and a distinctive focus on small and medium sized companies or
multinational companies.

6. Conclusion

The purpose of this article was to develop a holistic conceptual framework for successful idea management programs.
Based on the literature review, key elements of an idea management model as well as underlying success factors were
identified and used for the development of a conceptual framework. The developed framework can serve managers of idea
management programs as a tool for building and reviewing their individual programs. The provided checklist can serve as
guidance and inspiration for reflection.

An operating idea management program with a large number of ideas can support companies in reaching the market
faster as well as meeting the demands of shifting consumer preferences or political climates. Thus, in general, this article and
idea management contribute towards securing a company's position in the market.

Idea management has proven itself to be an innovation tool for almost 150 years and will surely continue to exist and gain
importance in the future (Thom, 2015). However, as indicated by Thom (2015), there will be several business and environ-
mental trends affecting idea management in the future, such as “Industry 4.0” and environment and climate protection. Thus,
to ensure the future of idea management, it is essential that this concept is adapted to the changing economic, social,
technological, and ecological environments (as outlined by Thom,1980). The presented conceptual framework can be viewed
as the current standard, but it has to be enhanced in the future based on new research insights.
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